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Abstract
The construction of a humanoid robot, which can com-
municate with humans in a natural manner, is a worth-
while and challenging task alike. This paper discusses
some major difficulties encountered in acoustic signal ac-
quisition by the widely used humanoid robot NAO and the
implications for the design of the signal enhancement al-
gorithms that are needed for human-robot communication.

Measurements with this low-cost robot, whose micro-
phones and loudspeakers are mounted in the head, show
the challenges for the noise reduction and acoustic echo
control (AEC) due to ego-noise and nonlinear loudspeaker
characteristics.

It is also discussed how peripheral microphones at the
limbs of the robot can mitigate these problems and offer
new prospects for multi-channel signal enhancement.

1 Introduction
The desire to construct a humanoid robot is a long-lasting
dream of mankind. In 1495, Leonardo da Vinci already
constructed a humanoid automaton which resembles a me-
chanical knight [1], and numerous improved designs for a
humanoid robot have been devised since then.

The ability of a humanoid robot to interact with a hu-
man in a natural way is an important and challenging fea-
ture alike. Such robots should look towards the persons
they are talking to, understand the content of the conver-
sation and react in a ‘human’ manner.

Speaker identification and localization for robots has
been traditionally addressed by using video cameras, while
robot audition only emerged in the last decade as a topic
of its own [2–4]. From the viewpoint of acoustic signal
processing, a robot listening to a person has to perform
acoustic source detection, localization and tracking, sig-
nal extraction, and automatic speech recognition (ASR).
Moreover, these algorithms should be designed for noisy
and reverberant signals such that the robot can be operated
in ideally unconstrained acoustic environments.

The design of speech and audio signal processing al-
gorithms for adverse acoustical environments has received
a lot of research interest, e.g., [5–7]. However, the use of
such approaches for robot audition is often not straightfor-
ward as the signal acquisition by humanoid robots is sub-
ject to particular problems. As an obvious example, the
actuators (i.e., motors for robot motions) cause ego-noise,
which leads to a severe degradation of the recorded audio
signals, cf., [4].

The goal of this contribution is to illustrate such typical
challenges encountered in acoustic signal acquisition by
humanoid robots by means of measurements with a widely
used robot. Based on this, different concepts for acoustic
signal enhancement as necessary for human-robot commu-
nication are discussed.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, the
measurement setup is described and the problem of ego-
noise reduction investigated. In Sec. 3, the challenges for

Figure 1: NAO H25 robot with additional peripheral cap-
sule microphones (AKG CE 20/17) attached on the back
of its hands. The height of this robot is 573 mm and the
shoulder-to-shoulder length is 275 mm.

Figure 2: Mounting of the microphones at the NAO robot
head [8]. The shaded dark areas near the left and right
microphone depict the covers of the stereo loudspeakers
where the shaded dark area near the rear microphone
shows the ventilation slot.

AEC are discussed, where Sec. 4 investigates the oppor-
tunities and difficulties of using peripheral microphones.
Finally, the main conclusions are summarized in Sec. 5.

2 Ego-Noise
For exemplifying the typical problems encountered in
acoustic signal enhancement for human-robot interaction,
we have conducted several measurements with the NAO
H25 robot (version 4) of the manufacturer Aldebaran
Robotics [8], which is depicted in Fig. 1. This low-cost
humanoid robot is taken as a platform for various research
projects related to human-robot interaction [9, 10] as well
as for the Standard Platform League of the Robot Soccer
World Cup (RoboCup) [11].

The NAO robot has four internal microphones as well
as two loudspeakers mounted into its head (see Fig. 2).
For our experiments, two peripheral capsule microphones
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Figure 3: Spectrograms of head microphone signals:
(a) left microphone without speech, (b) speech signal
recorded by the left microphone, (c) speech signal recorded
by the left microphone with the fan being switched off,
(d) speech signal recorded by the rear microphone.

have also been attached to the backs of the robot’s hands
(see Fig. 1). All measurements with the NAO have been
conducted in a low-reverberation chamber (T60 ≈ 50 ms).
To emulate a human speaker, a speech signal was emit-
ted by a loudspeaker at 1 m distance with a sound pressure
level (SPL) between 87 dBA and 95 dBA, which resulted
in SPLs between 58 dBA and 66 dBA at the robot head.

The mounting of the robot’s microphones at its head
is a rather common setup as it allows to adopt approaches
for binaural listening (see, e.g., [4] for an overview). How-
ever, the head of a robot is usually also housing a signal
processing unit which is cooled by a fan. Therefore, aside
from the desired signals, the head microphones record also
unwanted ego-noise as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3-a and Fig. 3-d show that the fan noise is station-
ary and non-white with most of its spectral energy con-
centrated in a frequency range of up to 4 kHz. Fig. 3-b
and Fig. 3-d exemplify that this fan noise can distort the
speech component in the microphone signal significantly.
It should be noted that the signal shown in Fig. 3-c still
contains some noise caused by the actuators that keep the
robot upright. Fig. 3-d reveals that the rear microphone
captures most fan noise (see also Fig. 2). With no loud-
speaker being active, an SPL of 49 dBA was measured at
the left and 52 dBA at the rear microphone, but these val-
ues do not capture the effects of structure-borne sound.

The interference by the ego-noise must be expected to
lead to significant performance degradations for the local-
ization and extraction of acoustic sources as well as the
subsequent ASR. The effects on source detection and lo-
calization can be mitigated by combining auditory data of
the head microphones and visual data of the head cameras,
e.g., [12]. For ASR, there exist numerous techniques to
improve the robustness in noisy and reverberant environ-
ments, which can be divided into two major classes: Either
the acoustic model of the ASR system is adapted to the
noise and reverberation, e.g., [7, 13], or noise and rever-
beration are tackled already at the signal level by means of
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Figure 4: MSC for the signals of the left and right micro-
phone (without speech) of the robot head with a distance of
d=0.12 m. The red dashed line marks the MSC for diffuse
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Figure 5: Spectrograms of head microphone signals after
noise reduction by an MWF using all 4 head microphones:
(a) left microphone, (b) rear microphone. The noisy input
signals are shown by Fig. 3-b and Fig. 3-d.

speech enhancement algorithms, e.g., [14]. Our focus is
here on the second class.

Fig. 4 provides a plot of the magnitude-squared coher-
ence (MSC) of the fan ego-noise. The MSC has been
calculated by the Welch method [15] for half-overlapping
frames of length of 2048 (fs = 48 kHz). It can be observed
that the fan noise cannot be described by a spatially white,
diffuse, or coherent noise field model. Accordingly, the use
of multi-channel noise reduction schemes which assume
such a specific noise field as, e.g., [16] is not appropriate.

Instead, we have applied the speech distortion weighted
multi-channel Wiener filter (SDW-MWF) [17] to reduce
the fan noise. For a beamformer with N sensors, the ma-
trix with the spectral beamformer coefficients at frequency
Ω is given by [18, Chap. 9]

WWW (Ω) =
ΦΦΦ

−1
nn(Ω)ΦΦΦxx(Ω)−III

λ−1(Ω)+ tr [ΦΦΦ−1
nn(Ω)ΦΦΦxx(Ω)]−N

(1)

with ΦΦΦnn(Ω) and ΦΦΦxx(Ω) denoting the power spectral
density (PSD) matrices of the noise and input signals,
respectively. III denotes the N ×N identity matrix and
tr[.] the trace of a matrix. The factor λ−1(Ω) controls the
amount of speech distortions. No distortions occur for
λ−1(Ω) ≡ 0 as then the SDW-MWF becomes equal to
an MVDR beamformer. Here, a frequency-independent
value of λ(Ω) ≡ 1 was chosen and the noise PSD matrix
ΦΦΦnn(Ω) was estimated by means of pre-recorded fan ego-
noise. Fig. 5 and Table 1 show that this approach leads to

a significant reduction of the ego-noise.1 This is due to
the fact that the noise PSD matrix can be well estimated

1For the calculation of the segmental signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the
speech recordings without fan noise were taken as desired signals and
frames without speech activity were excluded.
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Table 1: Segmental SNR values before and after denoising.

microphone position left right front rear

seg. input SNR/ dB −1.6 −3.6 −16.1 −13.7

seg. output SNR/ dB 15.4 15.6 14.3 14.8
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Figure 6: Spectrogram for a quadratic chirp signal emit-
ted by the right head loudspeaker and recorded by a
measurement microphone at 0.1 m distance.

for stationary noise sources. In contrast, reducing the ego-
noise caused by the actuators by this approach has shown
much less satisfactory results, since the estimation of the
noise PSD matrix for such nonstationary noise sources is
much more challenging. Various approaches have been
proposed to address this problem. In [19], it is proposed
to perform spectral subtraction where the needed noise
PSD is predicted by neural networks from the status of the
joints. Another approach is to estimate the noise PSD for
spectral subtraction by identifying noise patterns (noise
templates) with the help of ego-noise databases [20].

As in other typical hands-free communication sce-
narios, the recorded microphone signals are typically also
distorted by environmental noise. Moreover, the speech
signal is usually also rather reverberant since robot and
human will typically be separated by one meter or more.
The design of ASR systems for humanoid robots in such
conditions is treated, e.g., in [21, 22].

3 Acoustic Echo Control (AEC)
A speaking robot records its own voice by the internal
microphones. Therefore, an AEC has to be performed to
avoid that this signal is mistaken for the desired signal
by the ASR system. The design of the AEC system for a
microphone-loudspeaker setup as shown in Fig. 2 is very
challenging due to the following reasons: First, the micro-
phones simultaneously capture the previously discussed
ego-noise. Second, there is only a short distance between
the microphones and the loudspeaker, which results in a
high level for the feedback signal. A third major prob-
lem is that the acoustic feedback path cannot be modeled
sufficiently well by a linear transfer function.

The spectrogram for a quadratic chirp signal emitted by
a head loudspeaker is depicted in Fig. 6. The volume of the
loudspeaker was set to 50% of its maximum and the mea-
sured SPLs close to the head loudspeaker were between
92 dBA and 100 dBA.

At higher frequencies above 2 kHz, significant alias-
ing effects can be noticed. Between 0.6 and 1.1 ms on the
time axis, distortions which are very likely due to a res-
onating housing can be observed. At low frequencies, ad-
ditional harmonics can also be observed, which indicate
a nonlinear transfer characteristic and call for nonlinear
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Figure 7: Self-noise recordings while the NAO is in a posi-
tion as shown in Fig. 1 and rotating its head: (a) left head
microphone, (b) left peripheral microphone.

AEC schemes. The nonlinear characteristic of the echo
path can be modeled by power filters, Volterra filters, or
Hammerstein group models, e.g., [23–25]. Obviously, the
use of such schemes instead of a linear AEC system causes
usually an increased computational load.

4 Peripheral Microphones
An approach to tackle the problem of recording ego-noise
caused by the fan and actuators in the robot head is to use
peripheral (external) microphones, which are mounted out-
side the head, e.g., on the backs of the robot’s hands as
shown by Fig. 1. The opportunities and difficulties of this
approach are discussed in the following.

Fig. 7 reveals that the peripheral microphone captures
much less ego-noise of the fan and head actuators than the

head microphones.2 For this measurement, the maximal
SPLs near the external and head microphone were both
around 53 dBA, whereas a maximum value of 70 dBA was
measured at the ventilation slot near the rear microphone.

For AEC, the use of peripheral microphones instead
of those in the head has two major advantages. First, the
level of the feedback signal is lower due to the higher
loudspeaker-microphone distance. Second, the fan-related
ego-noise has a much lower impact. However, this is
achieved at the cost of a time-varying echo path when the
robot moves its limbs, which will challenge the adaptation
performance of the AEC algorithm.

Speech enhancement with microphones whose posi-
tions are unknown can be addressed, e.g., by noise reduc-
tion algorithms for sensor networks [26]. However, a robot
can control the position of its limbs and, by this, the posi-
tion of the peripheral microphones, which offers new pos-
sibilities for the design of the speech enhancement system.

The option to control the microphone position and,
thus, the array aperture suggests to adapt the microphone
spacings to improve the performance of a multi-channel
speech enhancement system [27]. A simple incarna-
tion of this concept is given in the following: An array
with three microphones is divided into two sub-arrays

with two microphones and spacings d(j)
1

and d(j)
2

. Each

sub-array performs a two-channel blind signal enhance-
ment (BSE) according to [28]. This algorithm employs
a blind signal separation (BSS) scheme, which allows to
measure the signal extraction performance by calculat-
ing the average MSC between the two respective output
signals. The microphone spacing of the sub-array with

the inferior BSE performance d(j)
inf

is then changed in the

2The signal of the peripheral microphone was equalized to provide the
same frequency-dependent amplification as the left head microphone.
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next iteration step j + 1 according to the adaptation rule

d(j+1)
inf

=
(

1+n
2+n

)(−1)n+1

d(j)sup with d(j)sup denoting the micro-

phone spacing of the superior sub-array. The procedure
starts with n= 1 and after the adaptation phase of the BSS
algorithm, n is increased by one until the performance of
the inferior sub-array becomes superior and so on, such
that the two noise suppression algorithms compete against
each other. The further development and evaluation of this
concept is subject of current research [10, 27].

5 Conclusions
This paper provides an overview of specific problems en-
countered in robot audition on the basis of acoustic sig-
nal measurements with a widely used humanoid robot, and
discusses known as well as novel concepts to address these
challenges.

The microphones in the robot head capture ego-noise
caused by the cooling-fan and actuators. Even though the
fan noise cannot simply be described by common noise
field coherence models, it can be well suppressed by a
SDW-MWF due to its stationarity. In contrast, the reduc-
tion of the nonstationary actuator ego-noise is much more
challenging as the estimation of the needed noise PSD-
matrix is more difficult.

The realization of an AEC system for humanoid robots,
which is needed to enable ASR while a robot is talking,
turns out to be a very challenging task. One major prob-
lem is the nonlinear transmission characteristic of the loud-
speaker. Another major problem is the small distance be-
tween microphones and loudspeakers in the head as well as
the robot ego-noise. These two problems can be alleviated
by peripheral microphones, e.g., at the robot hands or arms
which, however, comes at the cost of a time-varying echo
path when the robot moves its limbs.

It has also been outlined how the ability to control the
microphone array topology can be exploited to improve
the performance of a two-channel speech enhancement
scheme. The further development of this concept is sub-
ject of ongoing research.
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